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Wolverhampton Art Gallery is delighted to present this 

exhibition of works by Charlotte Hodes. 

Hodes’ work in centred on the debate between craft and 

fine art, and this exhibition comes at an important time 

for cultural provision within Wolverhampton, as we embed 

our popular Contemporary Craft exhibitions programme 

into the established programme of fine art and collections 

exhibitions at this busy city centre venue. 

We have worked with Hodes to commission an ambitious 

and experimental new work, also entitled Remember Me; a 

striking installation of 122 ceramic plates displayed against 

a patterned wallpaper, spanning twelve metres along the 

length of the gallery. The plates act as a substrate for her 

intricate papercut designs. They combine to provide an 

elongated canvas to accommodate the female figures that 

move across the composition, as if they are on a sort of 

unconventional catwalk. 

The accompanying film by Kristina Pulejkova offers an 

insight into Hodes’ working methodologies and into the 

production and installation of the new work. 

This exhibition has also offered the Gallery a perfect 

opportunity to highlight some of the fantastic items in its 

collection; three of the original chromolithographs from 

Owen Jones’ 1856 publication The Grammar of Ornament. 

This work was the inspiration behind Hodes’ Grammar of 

Ornament series of papercuts and corresponding plates. The 

vibrant and colourful prints in the Gallery’s collection are 

taken from the second edition of The Grammar of Ornament 

published in 1868, and feature Persian, Moresque and Indian 

designs. They are usually on display in the Victorian gallery. 

In keeping with Hodes’ methodology of drawing on 

historical references, the Gallery building itself has  

provided inspiration for Charlotte’s new three-metre long 

papercut Frieze.  

Wolverhampton Art Gallery was opened to the public in 

1884, designed by Birmingham architect Julius Chatwin. 

The facade of the building features a decorative sculptural 

frieze composed of sixteen characters representing the 

Arts and Crafts, including sculpture, painting, architecture, 

pottery, glassblowing, and wrought-iron work. An adjoining 

Municipal School of Arts and Crafts opened in 1885 and 

Introduction

remained active until the 1950s. Today the Art School forms 

part of the Gallery. 

For Hodes’ new work, she draws inspiration from an interior 

plaster frieze which runs the length of the North Gallery, 

where her new installation is displayed. The 18-metre long 

frieze is a replica of a section of the Elgin Marbles, believed 

to be produced in the late 1880s by students of sculpture at 

the adjoining art school. 

Hodes’ latest works add a third dimension to the friezes 

already found at the Gallery. They offer a contemporary 

female perspective which looks to the old order of 

convention, and turns it on its head.

Carrie Slawinska

Wolverhampton Art Gallery
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Wherever you start it is, in Charlotte Hodes’s art, the figure of 

the woman – often a nude – that holds everything together. 

She is a self-portrait, although not in any literal sense. 

Hodes is a tiny, contained, elfin figure and will embody 

whatever pose she is thinking of as her starting point — 

she has by now a bank of sketches and photographs from 

which to choose — yet her nudes are voluptuous, billowing 

escapees, some look as if released from classical painting. 

On a recent visit to her London studio, I asked whether 

her nude could be seen as Everywoman? ‘Absolutely,’ she 

confirmed, ‘she is an idea of a woman, she does not have 

a biography, history, narrative or character. She is not an 

idealised shape or fashion plate — she has too many lumps 

and bumps for that. But even though she is just a flat 

silhouette, I want her to occupy the world in a sensuous way. 

She is part of the patterned environment she is in.’

Hodes has a sympathetic attitude towards the vicissitudes 

of being female but her work is not polemical, it is quietly 

subversive. What strikes one most — and what gives the 

work its playful power — is that what she grants her women 

through her art, is freedom. Unlike most of us, the Hodes 

figure leads an unburdened life. She is ‘not dealing with any 

issues, she is just there’. And yet hers is a shared moment: 

she exists in the context of images of women throughout art 

history: ‘When I look at the fête galante paintings of Watteau,’ 

Hodes explains, ‘and the figures having picnics in the park 

what is important to me is the sense of an Arcadia that will 

not last forever. There is a wonderful, titillating moment 

where the men are flirting with women and the women 

suggesting they might offer themselves but you don’t know 

whether they will. Something very small could break the 

spell — there is real melancholia in Watteau.’ Yet men are 

not allowed into your world? ‘No,’ she laughs. The moment 

Hodes’s women occupy is a subtle variation on Watteau’s 

melancholy: ‘My woman is released yet at the same time 

isolated because she is not doing anything in the real world. 

She is not in relationship to a man or another woman. She 

is either moving through and out of the picture frame or 

resting. She is not in dialogue, let alone oppressed. For a 

while, I thought she should be doing something — digging, 

sewing seeds or gardening — but it did not work. She could 

not function. She is an escapist.’

Freedom is rich, complicated and multi-layered in Hodes’s 

work, as this show, divided into five groups — a selection 

of papercuts and ceramics — reveals. The work exhibited 

here (2010-17) develops ideas that have held her in thrall 

throughout her career. The unswerving aim has been to ‘create 

my own art history.’  The figure of the woman first appeared 

when Hodes was studying painting at the Slade although, at 

the time, she ‘did not know what to do with her.’ It was Paula 

Rego — who taught Hodes as a post-graduate student in the 

early Eighties — who gave her the ‘sense of freedom’ in a 

male-dominated environment to pursue her ideas. Hodes was 

already starting to wonder how it might be possible to ‘work 

with the feminine, the domestic, colour and embroidery.’

But it was not until the early Nineties that she discovered 

collage’s potential — a time when there was not much time 

(her children were little). She started to experiment with 

cutting up her own drawings and, if this sounds like an artistic 

low point, she confesses it was. Yet as sometimes happens, the 

low point became a turning point, the ‘creative impasse’ an 

empowering new direction. Collage, Hodes began to see, could 

be about more than assembling found imagery. Miscellany 

could be dynamic. Pieces could become palimpsests. She 

could use wallpapers, wrapping paper, engravings, postcards, 

textiles, templates, images of artworks, deadpan instructions 

and scan everything into her computer. And in doing 

this, she could put all her ingredients at a remove and 

‘take ownership.’ She would then deconstruct, reconstruct, 

transform — take liberties to create liberty. Her own drawing 

would be part of the process.

It was after winning the Jerwood drawing prize, in 2006, 

and joining London College of Fashion with a research 

post in drawing (she was appointed Professor of Fine Art 

in 2012) that she started to think consciously about the 

function of drawing in her work: ‘I realised the knife in 

collaging is my equivalent of a pencil. When I cut a line, 

I think of myself as drawing, although it does not have a 

pencil’s nuances. My ideas start through line rather than 

tone.’ Paul Coldwell Professor of Fine Art at the University of 

the Arts, London, in his essay in Journal of Visual Art Practice, 

likens this pencil-swap to Matisse exchanging brush for 

scissors in his papercuts. It is the cutting into a piece that 

gives Hodes’s work its texture and lively depth. It also 

contributes to its fragility: ‘When you cut and adhere pieces 

on paper, the fragments are brought together but could fall 

apart. Whenever something is happening, I do not want to 

Woman in Time  —a meeting with Charlotte Hodes

complete it. It is about rule breaking. I want the sense that 

if you took something out — any detail — the whole thing 

would fall apart. The idea that the figure is momentary and 

passing through is embedded in the process of collage.’ 

Serenity, whenever is found, is achieved out of disruption.

We look at ‘Waves’ (2010), six papercuts with a horizontal 

energy flow (thus their title). The figure in the first piece, 

‘Rosette Red’ lounges against an early twentieth-century 

template of a skirt (from the London College of Fashion’s 

archive). The skirt’s blowsy roses started life as blue 

Wave: Rosette Red, papercut, 112 x 145cm, Charlotte Hodes, 2010.  Photo: Matthew Hollow Wave: Rosette Red, detail.
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wallpaper which Hodes switched to red. The figure is 

discreetly accompanied by tiny images of a Boucher nude 

— Venus (c.1760). Between 2005-7, Hodes was the Wallace 

Collection’s first associate artist and found plenty to detain 

her from the Sèvres porcelain (that inspired her ‘Fragmented 

Images’ exhibition at the Wallace Collection in 2007) to 

the painting on the walls. In the Waves series, she cuts 

into Boucher’s nude repeatedly, creating pleats with her 

enquiring knife, mimicking the lines of the skirt template 

and, later, turning Venus upside down. She has a witty 

eye — noting, for example, how an inverted skirt become a 

vessel — the female as receptacle. She describes her work as 

‘conversation pieces’: a figure and vase are interlocutors (not 

unlike, she suggests, the communication between a Stubbs 

figure and a horse). Free-falling leaves echo Botticelli’s 

petals in The Birth of Venus.

In 1998, Hodes was invited to work at Spode on the factory 

floor — the first visiting artist ever to do this. Taking up the 

placement was ‘the best decision I ever made’ — a revelation. 

Hodes is not a ceramicist but used existing Spode ware. ‘I 

use pattern but I don’t decorate. I make images,’ she clarifies. 

She was entranced by ‘delicious’ Spode patterns: Italian 

Blue (c.1830) and all the ‘chintz’ patterns, including New 

Strawberry (1919). The pastoral imagery and simple patterns 

offered an archive with which she could experiment and 

she had superb technical support to extend her knowledge. 

She combined Spode’s conservative patterns with her own 

wild, painterly ideas about female form. ‘What appealed at 

Spode was taking a known, everyday object like a plate — a 

relatively cheap thing — and using it as a canvas.

In her marvellous ‘Spode Trees and Dressed Silhouettes’ 

(2015), made of 346 plates, what is so original is the way in 

which designs leap to connect one plate with another. It is 

a conversation in china and between cups, plates and beaky 

little jugs that look like birds that have just landed. She uses 

‘repeat’ (standard idea in patterning) but also defects from 

and sometimes deserts the pattern. Hodes reveals that she 

sees the world in connected images: ‘I remember being on a 

beach in Suffolk, watching a Dalmatian dog running along. 

I remember the stones on the beach and the horizon where 

the sea started – I made a snapshot of it in my head. As a 

child, too, I remember looking up at trees with no leaves, 

their shapes made by the silhouettes against the sky.’ Her 

ability to perceive pattern in the everyday reminds me of the 

poet Louis Macniece’s line: ‘World is crazier and more of it 

than we think, / Incorrigibly plural.’ Like him, she celebrates 

the vertiginous wonder of ‘things being various.’

Her series of papercuts and ceramics (2014) were inspired 

by the Victorian architect Owen Jones’s The Grammar 

of Ornament (1856) and his 37 principles of design. Her 

dialogue with the book is part mutiny, part homage: ‘It is a 

book I love — the plates are beautiful and rich, the patterns 

jewel-like. I wanted to take the quality of the images to my 

paper cuts.  She goes on to describe the book as ‘forward-

thinking and important yet male and Victorian and about 

classification and hierarchy of cultures: Egyptians at the top, 

then Greeks, then Romans. I wanted to throw that up in the 

air and create my own hierarchy. My female figure keeps 

getting in the way: sometimes she ignores a proposition 

or does the opposite. She is an interloper who interferes 

and asks: where is the hierarchy? One thing that has been 

constant in my work is to challenge hierarchy in painting 

yet I am not an iconoclast — I wanted to be subtle.’ She 

shows me Proposition 8: ‘All ornament should be based on 

geometric construction’. Her response was to choose a pillar 

and make it wobbly, asymmetrical, one colour: ‘The only 

thing about the geometry I took was the reflection of pillar 

and figure. Otherwise, I started to mess around with the 

Venus, oil on canvas, 79.2 x 138.7cm, Studio of François Boucher, c.1760. 

© The Wallace Collection, London

Fish Dish, Spode archive underglaze copper engraved tissue transfer on Spode china, 45 x 24cm,  

Charlotte Hodes, 2004.   Photo: Gareth Winters

Spode Trees and Dressed Silhouettes, detail [see pages 26-29],  

Charlotte Hodes, 2015.

Moresque No5, Chromolithographic book plates from The Grammar 

of Ornament, 1868 edition, showing 16 coloured patterns inspired by 

Islamic design. Image courtesy of Wolverhampton Arts and Culture
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ceramics form a sequence, the marbling underneath the 

plates unifying the whole. ‘You can walk along and read it 

like a journey,’ Hodes says. ‘My figures are passing through 

in terms of time, the silhouette is making her way through 

the space. I think of my work as part of a continuum. When 

I make work, I see myself at this particular moment as part 

of the time that went before. My own practice is a moment.’ 

‘Remember Me’ is a beautiful memorial — sober and yet 

coquettish. A woman squeezes herself into a ladle as you 

might a bubbling bath — she flirts with emptiness and fills it.

Kate Kellaway is a staff writer on the Observer. She writes  

about literature, theatre, art and music and is the newspaper’s 

poetry editor.

concept, using architectural fragments from The Grammar 

of Ornament to decorate the pillars.’ It is a pleasing use of 

Owen Jones against himself.

One of Jones’s most important pronouncements was that 

ornament should never become the ‘architecture’ of a piece. 

But in Hodes work, ornament often threatens — or promises 

— to get the upper hand. Ornament is rebellious. She also 

tests the thought that, for centuries, women themselves 

have been described as ornaments. Looking at her work, 

we keep asking: to what extent is the woman part of the 

pattern? ‘Historically women are ornaments,’ she maintains, 

‘they decorate clocks, hold up candlesticks, are put on 

pedestals to be worshipped or demeaned.’ Her women 

‘reference ornament’ yet, she hopes, ‘assert themselves’.

As her work evolves over time, the pattern becomes more 

profound. ‘Frieze’ (2017) is a triptych of paper cuts that 

is 3 metres long with three differently sized pieces — a 

characteristically subversive quirk. The colours are subtle 

and earthy – olives and greys. Pink has been put on hold. 

And there is another change: the introduction of shadows. 

Hodes says: ‘When you have lived more than half your life, 

looking back takes on a different meaning and that is in the 

work now.’ We talk about the exhibition’s title ‘Remember 

Me’ inspired by Purcell’s most moving lament in which 

Dido hopes not to cause trouble and yet, through music of 

piercing beauty, demands the attention she needs.

The central wall installation ‘Remember Me,’ commissioned 

for this exhibition, is 12 metres long and uses plates as 

an alternative canvas, elevating the domestic into art. The Grammar of Ornament: Proposition 08 Geometry, papercut, 63.5 x 86 cm, Charlotte Hodes, 2014.

Frieze, detail [see pages 18-21], Charlotte Hodes.

Remember Me, detail [see pages 12-15], Charlotte Hodes. 
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The central piece in the exhibition, Remember Me is an 

installation commissioned by Wolverhampton Art Gallery. 

Ceramic plates are arranged across a wall to create a single 

image on a patterned surface, intended to be experienced 

as a painting. The plates serve as an alternative canvas, 

referencing the tradition of hanging decorative plates on 

the walls of the home. In this way the work elevates the 

functional, everyday, and familiar and challenges the status 

of fine art painting. To be read from left to right, a woman 

wanders across the ware through a landscape of vessels and 

pattern.

Remember Me, 2017

Remember Me hand cut enamel transfer on 122 china plates,  

dimensions variable, on printed vinyl surface, 1185 x 110cm, 

commissioned by Wolverhampton Art Gallery.

Detail #1 Detail #2 Detail #3 Detail #4 Detail #5
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Detail #6 Opposite: Details #7 and #8
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Film, 2017

A documentary film, commissioned by Wolverhampton Art 

Gallery, follows the development of Remember Me, from 

Hodes’ first studio drawings to its installation in the Gallery.

The film offers an insight into Hodes’ working methods and 

the way in which she uses the ceramic ware as a surface on 

which to develop her collages.

Film, 2017 by Kristina Pulejkova 

Running time: 10:58

Above and opposite: stills from Film, 2017

Clockwise from top left:

Hand drawing, pencil; Hand cut paper stencil for Remember Me 

wall pattern; Hand cutting ceramic transfer on the ware.
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Frieze builds on the ideas presented in the wall installation 

Remember Me. It interweaves vessel, dress and architectural 

forms which emerge across a patterned surface. The woman, 

depicted as a silhouette, appears and disappears as she 

moves through the elements and out of the picture.

Frieze, 2017

Frieze, 2017 drawing, hand cut printed & painted papers, 86.5 x 301 cm
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Detail #1

Detail #2 Detail #5

Detail #3

Detail #6

Detail #4
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Drawings, 2016

Drawing #1, pencil on paper, 21 x 29.7 cm, 2016

Drawing #2, ink on paper, 21 x 29.7 cm, 2016

Drawing #3, 2016, pencil on paper, 21 x 29.7 cm, 2016 Drawing #4, pencil on paper, 21 x 29.7 cm, 2016

Drawings made in relation to Remember Me and Frieze.
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Drawing #5, 2016, pencil on paper, 21 x 29.7 cm, 2016 Drawing #6, 2016, pencil on paper, 21 x 29.7 cm, 2016
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Spode Trees and Dressed Silhouettes, 2015

Inspired by research made at the Spode Museum Trust 

archive of engravings, Hodes de-constructed printed imagery 

and texts to use as collage material for this installation. 

She proposes the aftermath of a dinner party in which 

the women, presented as silhouettes, are momentarily 

held in a seemingly random configuration. The work was 

commissioned by and first shown at the British Ceramic 

Biennial in 2015.

Spode Trees and Dressed Silhouettes, 2015 

346 pieces of china tableware with hand cut enamel transfers applied to 

156 pieces, laid out across a table 732 x 122 x 70cm on digitally printed 

cotton satin running 12 metres, created with the support of the  

British Ceramic Biennial and Arts Council England. 
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Detail #1 Detail #2 Detail #3 Detail #6

Detail #4 Detail #5

Detail #7
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Waves, 2010

Waves is a sequence of six papercuts inspired by Hodes’ 

period as Associate Artist at The Wallace Collection (2005 

- 2007). The papercuts are interlaced by a small, repeated 

motif from the painting, Venus 1760 (School of François 

Boucher) in which the folds of Venus’ garments and the 

movement of the waves around her merge into each other. 

This is echoed in the wave-like patterns and drapery 

motifs of the papercut. The women, as silhouettes, are each 

interconnected with dress making pattern templates. These 

flat but dynamic shapes hint at the voluminous forms that 

once were or are yet to become. 

The papercuts are drawing, hand cut printed & painted papers.

Wave: Apricot, papercut, 112 x 145 cm, 2010Wave: Dusk, papercut, 112 x 145 cm, 2010
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Wave: Rosette Red, papercut, 112 x 145 cm, 2010 Wave: Lilac Rose, papercut, 112 x 145 cm, 2010
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Wave: Twirling Fragments papercut, 112 x 145 cm, 2010 Wave: Rosette Blue, papercut, 112 x 145 cm, 2010
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Grammar of Ornament, 2014

Grammar of Ornament is a series of complementary 

papercuts and ceramics that correspond to, and engage 

with, each of the thirty-seven ‘general principles’ of 

architecture and design proposed by Owen Jones in his 1856 

publication, The Grammar of Ornament. In the papercuts, 

Hodes features the female figure as a device to disrupt 

the rigidity of the Victorian hierarchical system Jones 

presents, while the ceramic plates draw upon this imagery 

to move the work a step further into the domestic realm. 

Both the papercuts and the ceramics are informed by the 

jewel-like chromolithographic reproductions in the original 

publication.

The papercuts are drawing, hand cut printed & painted papers.

Proposition 08 Geometry, papercut, 63.5 x 86 cm, 2014 Proposition 14 The Colour Blue, papercut, 56 x 83 cm, 2014
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Proposition 17 Order of Things, papercut, 66 x 103.5 cm, 2014 Proposition 18 Field of Squares I, papercut, 53 x 74.5 cm, 2014
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Proposition 31 Light Breeze, papercut, 65 x 84.5 cm, 2014 Proposition 32 Flower Skirt, papercut, 59.3 x 70 cm, 2014
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Proposition 33 Thinker, papercut, 59 x 88 cm, 2014

The plates are enamel transfer on china, diameter: 30cm. Edition 100

Proposition 05 Fine Balance, 2014
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Proposition 08 Geometry, 2014 Proposition 11 Flow, 2014 Proposition 14 The Colour Blue, 2014 Proposition 17 Order of Things, 2014Proposition 06 Linear Perfection, 2014
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Proposition 18 Field of Squares, 2014 Proposition 20 Scarlet-Red, Crimson Red, 2014 Proposition 25 Lethargy, 2014 Proposition 29 Filigree Line, 2014 Proposition 31 Light Breeze, 2014 Proposition 32 Flower Skirt, 2014
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Proposition 33 Thinker, 2014 Proposition 37 Apathy, 2014
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Biography

Charlotte Hodes studied at Brighton College of Art, 1977-78 and at 

the Slade School of Fine Art, University College London where she 

completed her undergraduate and postgraduate studies in painting in 

1984. She was Associate Artist at The Wallace Collection, London  

(2005-2007) and winner of the Jerwood Drawing Prize (2006). She is 

Professor in Fine Art at London College of Fashion, University of the Arts 

London.  

Selected  Exhibitions

2016 Dressed in Pattern, jaggedart & Circus, London (solo)

2015 Silhouettes & Vessels Harris Lindsay, London (solo)

 Spode Trees & Dressed Silhouettes, British Ceramic Biennial, 

 Spode, Staffordshire

 Collect, International Art Fair for Contemporary Art Objects  

 Saatchi Gallery London

 PAD Paris Art & Design Fair (Clara Scremini Gallery)

2014 The Grammar of Ornament: Papercuts & Ceramics jaggedart,  

 London & New Hall Art Collection, Cambridge (solo)

 Jerwood Drawing Prize Jerwood Space, London & UK tour  

 Material Matters; celebrating the materiality of objects  

 Special Collections, MMU, Manchester 

2013 Glasstress: White Light / White Heat 55th Venice 

 Biennale, Berengo Centre for Contemporary Art & Glass,  

 Murano & The Wallace Collection, London

 Re-found jaggedart London (3-person)

 Contemporary Show Harris Lindsay, London 

 Ruth Borchard Self Portrait Exhibition Kings Place Gallery, 

 London 

 Derwent Drawing Prize inaugural exhibition, Mall

 Galleries, London

2012 Ceramics & Papercuts Clara Scremini Gallery, Paris (solo)

 Kith and Kin National Glass Centre, University of 

 Sunderland, Sunderland

 Exhibition at No.10 Downing Street, curated by Janice  

 Blackburn OBE

2011   Block Party: Exploring Contemporary Pattern Cutting  

 Crafts Council Touring  

 Glasstress Stockholm Millesgården, Stockholm, Sweden

2010 Art Fair for 21st Century Art Cologne, Germany

 Closely Held Secrets Bonnington Gallery, Nottingham 

 Trent University 

 Vertigo II Venice Projects, Venice (4-person)

 Inscription: Drawing/Making/Thinking Jerwood  

 Visual Arts London (3-person)    

2009-10 Silhouettes & Filigree Marlborough Fine Art 

 London (solo)

2009  Glasstress Palazzo Cavalli Franchetti 53rd International 

 Venice Biennale

 Contemporary Drawings: 40 - 40 a cabinet display, V&A 

 Inspired by the Wallace Collection Adrian Sassoon, ICF, 

  London

 40 Artists - 80 Drawings The Drawing Gallery, Shropshire, UK

 Works on Paper Marlborough Fine Art

 Sofa New York (Berengo Glass Studio, Murano, Venice  

 (2009 & 2007)

2008 Drawing Skirts Baring Wing, University of Northumbria, 

 Newcastle, supported by AHRC (solo) 

  Fragmented Images Wallner Gallery, Lakeside Arts Centre, 

 Nottingham (solo)

 Committed to Print Centre for Fine Print Research, UWE, 

 London Print Studio 

   Summer Show Marlborough Fine Art

  Totem City World Economic Forum, Davos Switzerland

  Small Show, Huge Talent Hilllgate St. London curated by 

 Janice Blackburn 

  Drawing Breath Royal West of England Academy, Bristol & 

 Robert Gordon University, Scotland
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1992 Recent Paintings Eagle Gallery, London (solo)

1991 Open Exhibition South Hill Park Arts Centre, Bracknell

1990 Riverside Open Riverside Studios, London 

Recent Commissions & Residencies 

2016 The Clay Studio, Philadelphia guest artist

2015 Festival of the Arts & Humanities, University of Sheffield 

 Questions of Travel, filmpoem, collaborative with  

 poet Deryn Rees-Jones 

2015 British Ceramic Biennial commission, Spode Tress & Dressed 

 Silhouettes

2014  Ledbury Poetry Festival collaborative with Deryn Rees-Jones, 

 And you, Helen book & filmpoem

2013 Arts Council England Grant for the Arts with  

 Professor Paul Scott  

2007 29th Arts and Business Awards commission with  

 Berengo Glass Studio, Venice   

1998-2003 Spode artist placements  

 (incl. Year of the Artist 2000, West Midlands Arts,  

 Spode & Potteries Museum, Staffordshire)

2007  Fragmented Images Wallace Collection, London, supported by  

 AHRC & ACE (solo)     

 Works on Paper Marlborough Fine Art  

  Committed to Print Royal West of England Academy, 

 Bristol

2006 New Ceramic Works and Collages Flow Gallery, London (solo)

 Fragmented Histories Galerie 88, Kolkata, India (solo)

 Jerwood Drawing Prize Jerwood Space, London

  Cartoon, Collage and the Decorative Motif Eagle Gallery, 

 London

2005 40 Artists - 40 Drawings The Drawing Gallery, London

  Hibrida II Print Exhibition Cartwright Hall, Bradford

  Spirit of Liberty Liberty, London (commissioned works)

2004 Tea Party a celebration of 25 years of Crafts Council Shops 

 at Crafts Council & Dressing for Dinner a celebration of 30 

 years at V&A, curated by Janice Blackburn 

2003 Somewhere Totally Else - European Design Biennial  

 Design Museum, London 

 Waste to Taste Sotheby’s curated by Janice Blackburn

2002 Digital Responses - cacophony, a cabinet of vases  

 V&A London (2-person) 

2001 Fragmented Histories Quay Art, Yorkshire Arts, Hull (solo)

 Paintings, Prints, Ceramics Berwin Leighton Paisner, Hayward 

 Gallery Development (solo)

 Retroperspective III Eagle Gallery (2-person)

 Form & Transfer-Printed Ceramics Drumcroon Art Centre, 

 Wigan

 The Plate Show Potteries Museum, Staffordshire & Collins 

 Gallery University of Strathclyde

1999 Surfing History Eagle Gallery, London (solo)

 Computers and Printmaking Birmingham City Museums  

 & Art Gallery

 The Art of the Pixel: Computers & Printmaking  

 Clifford Chance, London

1998 Mostyn 10 Open Exhibition Oriel Mostyn, Llandudno

 The Open Drawing Show Cheltenham & touring  

1997 Pattern in Painting City Museum & Art Gallery,  

 Staffordshire (solo)

 International Print Exhibition (invited artist)  

 Portland Art Museum U.S.A.

 20th Century Art from the Collection  

 Worcester City Museum & Art Gallery

 The Open Drawing Show Cheltenham & tour

1995 New Views on Collections City Museum & Art Gallery, 

 Worcester

1993 Figurines Worcester City Art Gallery & Museum,  

 Worcester (solo) 

 Contemporary Printmaking in London Clifford Chance

Work in Collections 

• Arthur Andersen • Birmingham City Art Gallery • British Council  • 

Brighton City Museum & Art Gallery • Clifford Chance • Deutsche Bank 

• Berengo Centre for Contemporary Art • Leicestershire Education 

Authority • MMU, Manchester • Art Collection, New Hall Cambridge • 

Potteries Museum & Art Gallery Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire • Ruth 

Borchard Collection • St. Thomas’ Hospital • Southampton General 

Hospital • Spode Museum • University College London Art Museum • 

Wellcome Foundation • Worcester City Museum & Art Gallery • Victoria 

& Albert Museum

 

Website 

www.charlottehodes.com
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This catalogue accompanies the exhibition  

Remember Me: Charlotte Hodes Papercuts and Ceramics  

at

Wolverhampton Art Gallery, Lichfield Street, Wolverhampton,  

West Midlands WV1 1DU 

3 June - 3 September 2017
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